
Since 1775

Manufacture of casks, vats
and barrels made of Oak and other
wood species from various sources,

in any shape or quantity
and with relative assistance.
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Two centuries’
experience

The cask industry is not to be confused
with barrel (barrique) manufacture,
as there is a great difference between
the building of a cask and a barrique.
The barrel needs the curving in the
staves only whereas the cask has from
4 to 6 (if oval) curving procedures
which are enormously difficult to 
carry out but which are indispensable
for the coordination of the piece. 
The Art of cask-building teaches that
the double curving at the upper and
lower ends is the only way to contain
the force of its content (the dam
principle).

Garbellotto S.p.a. boasts huge
prestigious supply contract like the
712 166 hl. vats and casks fitted at the
Gallo Winery in Modesto, California,
the biggest winery of all time in the
world as well as the cellar in Germany
belonging to the Archbishop Prince
of Wurzburg, probably the most
beautiful wine cellar in the world
thanks to its frescoes by Tiepolo.

The present company guided by
Pietro Garbellotto together with his
tree sons is in continual growth and
produces about 40.000 hl of casks,
vats and barrels per year on premises
covering 60.340 m2 of which 14.137 m2

is under cover, employing a workforce
of 75.

The Garbellotto Company was
founded in the 1775 in San Fior, 
a small town near Conegliano Veneto
50km from Venice, by Giuseppe
Garbellotto, a woodwork craftsman
specialized in the production of casks
and vats for vine cellars. This highly
appreciated craftswork was successful
throughout the 1800s, and the 
company’s fame spread; the future
Austrian Emperor, Chales of Hasburg,
requested our craftsmen to repair the
casks on his wife’s farm near Padua.

Production was interrupted by 
World War 1° because of the Austrian
occupation which advanced to the
River Piave. After the war Giobatta
Garbellotto, father of the present owner
Pietro, began the reconstruction and
established a thriving manufacturing
industry of casks, vats, kegs and barrels.
Production increased rapidly and soon
became the leading Italian Company
in its field and the only manufacturer
of casks and vats in any shape or size
to survive the economic crisis of the
80s which instead forced all the other
European cask manufacturers to close.

The premises in the 1930s. Building a giant vat in the early 1900s. Air view of our modern premises stretching 60.340 m2.
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The timber used at present is the
Quercus Petrea and the Quercus
Peduncolata species of oak which,
mixed together in proportions
perfected by us over two centuries 
of experience, guarantee a wonderful
bouquet. We can also produce casks
made from other kinds of timber like
cherry (prunus Avium e P. Cerasus),
acacia (Robininia Pseudoacacia), 
ash (Fraxinum Excelsior), chestnut
(Castanea Vesca ) and other on
request. Over a century’s experience
as well as continual scientific research
has led to a steady improvement of
the quality standard of the wood used.
The timber to verify the concentration
of aromatic compounds (Total extract
of “Elagitannini“, phenols, Aldehydes,
“Lattoni”, Furani”, to name but a
few) confirm the procedure is the
right one.

We purchase the timber directly from
the best European forest in Slavonia,
Bosnia and central France, where our
expert chose only the best part of
the timber. In Conegliano the wood
is selected by our expert craftsmen.
Only the best wood which passes
strict selection controls is chosen to be
seasoned naturally while the wood
that does not reach our standards 
is resold. Obviously the wood chosen
must be top quality, without splits,
traces of ring etc. because these would
cause leakage and deformation.

Moreover, knots could be the starting
point for infections and once in use,
the casks would rot and give off an
unpleasant smell and cause leakage.
The second fundamental stage in 
the selection of wood is the natural
seasoning. This is known to be the only
method  which allows the wood to
reach its perfect physical and chemical
stabilisation, especially if it is oak
which as colloidal sap. Physical,
because if wood is dried artificially 
it swells when it comes into contract
with a liquid, thus causing the cask 
to deform and burst. Chemical,
because only atmospheric agents 
can degrade the sap and solubilise
the hard tannins (a long chemical
chain reaction) thus ensuring a sweet,
aromatic discarge from the wood
without a green or astringent after-taste. 

Naturally seasoned wood cannot 
be bought commercially as it is
necessary only for cask manufacture
and not for other industries. It is
therefore the job of the cask maker
to carry out this seasoning on its own
premises considering that 8 months
per cm. of thickness are necessary 
to guarantee a continuous supply 
of naturally seasoned wood. 

Our premises covering 14.000 m3
(700 lorry loads), guarantees that 
all the wood used in the building 
of casks is the best quality and that 
it is naturally seasoned for at least 8
months per cm. of thickness.

The choice of wood: 
the best of the best.

A huge oak trunk cut down in the late 1800s. Spilt staves at different stages of seasoning  Natural seasoning of staves in open air.
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Round and oval casks 

We build casks from 10 to 150 hl 
and over, both round and oval in
standard size or in sizes specifically
requested by our clients.
The casks are curved using direct fire
unless otherwise requested by our
clients and then we carry out (on
request) a special delicate toasting 
to sweeten the bouquet. Both the
fire curving and the toasting are
done at controlled temperature and
humidity levels to obtain the best,
tested and constant aromatic result.
Both fire curving and the toasting are
done at controlled temperature and
humidity in order to reach the best
aromatic results.

The staves are curved evenly from
end to end, without weakening them
at the belly which would facilitate 
the curving. This ensures the thickness
of the stave is the same all along 
(see drawing 1).

This curving technique allows us 
to make casks that are more solid
because most of the force is on 
the belly longer lasting as wine
containers because there is 
more wood and so more aromatic
substances are given to the wine 
that can be regenerated by taking
away a cm of thickness to renew 
the discharge. The only way to
guarantee the perfect holding 
power of both ends of the cask is 
by bending them with a double arch
so they resemble sections of a large
sphere (see drawing 2) .

This double curving is needed in 
the cask of 10 hl. and over because
otherwise the ends would deform
causing warping and irreparable
leakage. This system also avoids
having to make useless supports 
like the costly crossbars typical 
of techniques which have been
surpassed.

A Max external length
B Min external length
C Max ex diameter of belly
D Max ex diameter at end
E Stave thickness at end 

60
-6

2

40

Finished 40 mm thickness  

Finished
thickeness

60
-6

2

58-60

Finished  58-60 mm thickeness  

Finished
thickeness

65 mm stave, Garbellotto production curved
stave with same thickness at end and belly.

65 mm stave, other production reduced
thickness at belly.

Door fitted in one central stave 
at end.

2nd drawing 

Double curving of end small.

1st drawing

Toasting the staves with direct fire in casks after curving.
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The narrowly spaced hoops made from
top quality galvanised phosphorated
iron complete the building of the
casks. All the casks then go through 
a double strict control procedure,
first with steam then with water to
check the exact capacity and ensure
they are perfectly watertight. 
The finishing touches include internal
and external planning followed by
external sand-papering. Considering
the long period the casks have to
stay in the cellars, which are damp
and septic places, the wood, without
appropriate protection, would be an
easy target for germs which could
cause moulding and rotting ect. 

It is therefore essential that the wood
is coated with a protective varnish that
does not limit the transpiration of the
pores and at the same time protects
the wood against micro-organisms.
We therefore apply a special natural
transpirable varnish to our casks
which protects them from moulding,
then a red strip is painted around 
the end of the staves so the wood is
protected ai its most delicate point,
i.e. where the fibres are interrupted
and uncovered.

Standard accessories:

• A small wooden door at 
the front end made out of 
one prestigious central stave.

• Stainless steel valve fixed 
to the door with a choice 
of attachments and sizes.

• Stainless steel wine-tasting
spoon fixed to the centre 
of the front end.

• Tannic or resinous wooden
support resistant to humidity.

• Glass or silicone stopper
for upper hole.

Further accessories can be fitted 
on request; see relative page.

Round 50 hl casks. Round 100 hl. casks with engraved end. Oval 120 hl. casks.
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Conical trunk vats

We make conical trunk vats from 10
to 200 hl. and on request up to 600 hl.
and over for wine-making, storing,
refining, distilling, vinegar or other
uses. We give a slight curving using
direct fire to the vats, technically
called “bombè“ so the hoops are
always perfectly watertight thus
avoiding the long-term sagging 
of the stave. On request we can 
also toast the vats at controlled
temperature and humidity levels. 
The narrowly spaced hoping with top
quality galvanised phosphorated iron
complete the building on the vats .
All the vats go through two strict
control procedures, the first with
steam then with water to verify 
the exact capacity and perfect hold.
Internal and external planning 
sand-papering and the application 
of a special natural transparent,
transpirable varnish on the wood 
and the red strip painted around 
the end of the upper stave give the
finishing touches. Finally the relative
accessories are installed depending
on whether the vats is used for
fermentation, storing or industrial
usage. In recent years we have had 
a notable increase in the request 
for vats for fermentation because 
the convenient stainless steel
accessories can be used either for 
the fermentation or for the refining
and storing of the wines. During
fermentation, the anti-oxidising 
effect of the tannin combined 
with the micro-oxygenisation of 
the wood brings about a more limpid
production of wine or grape must
with a more stable aroma and colour.

Standard accessories:

• Upper drainage cover in 18/10 AISI 
316 stainless steel, diameter from 
400 to 1,200 mm, with central hole 
for filling up or 22 cm diameter high
pressure flue and release valve.

• Stainless steel door opening 
outwards fixed to lower end of stave
towards the bottoms of the vat. 

• Stainless steel valve for partial 
drainage and stainless steel 
pipes for full drainage complete 
with valve in whatever size or
attachment desired.

• Stainless steel sash door as 
the bottom end for complete 
and easy drainage of marc

• Thermal-conditioning pipes with 
polished stainless steel plate, 
proportionate to the size of the vat.

• Digital or mechanical thermometer 
and regulation ladder-rest.

• Suitable 30 cm high wooden 
supports.

On the request we can build simpler
and much less costly open vats, 
either conical trunk or vase-shape,
usable only for small amounts at 
the fermentation stage of wine-making.
We also build tubs for saunas or
private use with “neutral” wood
species that do not interfer with
water, such as larch and maple, ect.

50 hl. conical trunk vats.

Open vat

D

C

A

B

Section cuve avec accessoires

A Longueur de la douelle
B Diamètre minimal externe
C Diamètre maximal externe
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Small 750 and 1000 litre barrels

These are the fruit of our collaborators
in order to rationalise the use of the
normal “tonneaux“ in wine cellars.
They combine the convenience 
of the large casks with the refining
speed of 5-700 litre barrels. They join
the simple and effective building
technique of the common tonneaux
(pronounced toasting and simple
straight ends) together with the more
convenient accessories of the large
casks like the small door, the valves
etc. this facilitates use and cleaning
because they do not need to be
moved. They are built with two types
of staves: split or sawn in 45 mm
quarters with bottoms sawn in 55 mm
quarters. The staves are curved with
direct fire using pieces of seasoned
oak to avoid aromatic interference.
They are then toasted in conditions
of controlled humidity levels, slowly
and delicately to ensure the maximum
aromatic efflux from the wood.
Toasting can be light, medium,
medium-strong and strong. 
The narrowly-spaced hooping with
top quality galvanised phosphorated
iron complete the building of the
barrels. Internal and external
planning and sand-papering give 
the finishing touches and make them
easy to clean and splendid to see. 
A special natural transpirable varnish
may be applied on request, wich
protects the barrel from excessive
humidity.

Standard accessories:

• A small wooden door (on request 
make from one prestigious central 
stave at the front end).

• Stainless steel valve fixed 
to the door with a choice 
of attachments and sizes.

• Stainless steel wine-tasting spoon 
fixed to the centre of front end.
Tannic or resinous wooden support 
resistant to humidity. 

• Silicone stopper for upper hole. 

On request doors can be made from
stainless steel.

BA

Section of 1000 litre barrel  

A Max external diameter 125 cm  
B Length of stave 130 cm

Fire curving.
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Barrels and barriques 

These containers are easier to build
than the casks as they have one
curving on the staves. Nevertheless
particular attention is needed at 
both the manufacturing stage and 
in the choice of wood used. There
are always two species of wood but 
they are taken from the trunk I two
different ways: fine-grain split oak 
for the smaller barriques from 225 up
to 350 lt. but also for the larger ones
of 550 to 750 lt. in certain cases.
Finely sawn oak with thickness 
of 40 mm, less costly but equally valid,

is used for the manufacture of 
550-750 lt. barrels. Both types 
of wood come from the best forest in
Europe, France (Allier, Never, Vosges,
ect.) Slavonia, Bosnia and Hungary.
Stave curving is carried out with
direct fire using pieces of seasoned
oak to avoid aromatic interference
followed by a slow delicate toasting
in conditions of controlled humidity
to ensure the maximum aromatic
efflux from the wood.

Toasting can be light, medium,
medium strong and strong. 
The tops and bottoms of the barrels
are usually toasted separately 
and then assembled. The toasting 
of the tops and bottoms is very
important to get a uniform aromatic
discarge from the hole barrel. 
Six narrowly spaced hoops made 
of the top quality galvanised 
and phosphorated iron complete 
the construction of the barrels.
Internal and external planning and
sand-papering which makes cleaning
easier and makes the barrels look
splendid give the finishing touches.

Standard accessories:

• Silicone stopper for upper hole
• Square wooden support

Barrels can be fitted with special
accessories and a natural transpirable
varnish which protects them from
humidity can be applied on request.

Section of 225 litre barrel

BA

A Max external diameter 69 cm
B Length of stave 95 cm 

Direct fire curving and toasting.225, 350 and 550 litre barrels.
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Accessories

Stainless steel door 18/8 AISI 304
(for vats)

Fitted at 30 cm from the bottom 
31 x 42 cm measure, easy to reach,
opening outwards. 

Stainless steel 18/10 AISI 316 
convex upper bung-hole cover 

Dimension in proportion to the 
diameter of the vat from 40 to 120 cm.
Available in 2 versions: central with
relative filling-up hole or with 22 cm
diameter escape pipe complete with
pressure valve.

Stainless steel 18/8 AISI 304 
sash door 

For marc drainage, fitted to 
bottom end.

Stainless steel door 18/8 AISI 304 
(for casks)

Measure 24 x 46 cm, easy to reach,
complete with the valve requested.
Fitted perfectly into one special 
central stave at the bottom end 
of the cask.

Stainless steel 18/10 AISI  316 
bung-hole stopper

16-22 cm diameter, 9 cm high, complete
with pressure valve in steel or moplen.

Total drainage pipe in stainless steel
18/8 AISI 304 

Complete with valve as requested,
fitted to one central stave at the 
bottom of the vat.

Total drainage pipe in stainless 
steel 18/8 AISI 304

Complete with final valve as 
requested, fitted to one central 
stave at the bottom of the vat.

Portella in acciaio inox per botticelle

Ahsnckmc,zx, kcxmcklmlmfklsdm
mkmckmskdcmklzm, bjnkj<znklm.

Heating pipes

Made of stainless steel 18/10 AISI 316
plates with double welding system
and probe shaft. It can be fitted 
horizontally or vertically depending
on the height of the vat. One plate
for every 50 hl holding capacity.

Printing varnish 

Casks, vats and barrels can be 
personalised, reproducing trade-marks,
family coats of arms or wine motives.

Hand-carved engraving 

Personalise casks with our 
exclusive hand-carved engraving 
on the front end.

Branding iron 

Personalise casks, vats and barrels
with any icon. 

18 19

All products are sold with a guarantee and after-sales technical assistance.
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Garbellotto all over the world 

Gallo Winery 
Modesto – California USA 

The largest  winery of all times 
in the world, fitted with 712 166 hl.
vats-casks 3,66 metres high for a total
of 120.000 hl. Two view of rows out 
of 28 fitted by us from 1980-1985

Juliusspital
Weingut – Germany

Cellar of the Archbishop Prince 
of Wurzburg Fountadion (Germany),
founded in 1576, frescoed by Tiepolo
and recently fitted with our casks.

Leave A27 Venice-Belluno motorway at Conegliano or A28 Trieste-Pordenone-Conegliano
Drive for about 1 Km as far as traffic light at S.S. Treviso-Udine (Pontebbana).

Turn left towards Treviso, our premises are on the left after 0,5 km.
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Industria di Botti Garbellotto S.p.A.
Viale Italia, 200 - 31015 Conegliano Veneto (TV) Italy - tel +39 438 366411  fax +39 438 366400

www.garbellotto.com  info@garbellotto.it
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